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Raman fiber lasers (RFLs) have broadband tunability due to cascaded stimulated Raman scattering, providing
extensive degrees of freedom for spectral manipulation. However, the spectral diversity of RFLs depends mainly
on the wavelength flexibility of the pump, which limits the application of RFLs. Here, a spectrally programmable
RFL is developed based on two-dimensional spatial-to-spectral mapping of light in multimode fibers (MMFs).
Using an intracavity wavefront shaping method combined with genetic algorithm optimization, we launch light
with a selected wavelength(s) at MMF output into the active part of the laser for amplification. In contrast, the
light of undesired wavelengths is blocked. We demonstrate spectral shaping of the high-order RFL, including a
continuously tunable single wavelength and multiple wavelengths with a designed spectral shape. Due to the
simultaneous control of different wavelength regions, each order of Raman Stokes light allows flexible and in-
dependent spectral manipulation. Our research exploits light manipulation in a fiber platform with multi-
eigenmodes and nonlinear gain, mapping spatial control to the spectral domain and extending linear light control
in MMFs to active light emission, which is of great significance for applications of RFLs in optical imaging,
sensing, and spectroscopy. © 2022 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.473609

1. INTRODUCTION

The rise of multi-dimensional light control in recent years pro-
vides a competitive tool for modulating normal and complex
lasing in the spatial, spectral, and temporal domains and for
studying nonlinear interactions and dynamics in fiber laser
systems, e.g., stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), four-wave
mixing [1], spatiotemporal control of pulses [2], and multi-
dimensional control of multimode fiber (MMF) lasers [3].

The ability to manipulate active emission of light at any de-
sired wavelength has a huge potential in diverse areas. Fiber
lasers with wide wavelength tunability [4,5], multiple wave-
lengths [6,7], high spectral purity [8,9], and arbitrary spectral
shapes are under rapid development, and proof-of-concept ap-
plications in wavelength selective illumination [10], multi-color
imaging [11], super-resolution spectroscopy [12], optical com-
puting [13], and hyperspectral remote sensing [14] have been
demonstrated. Generally, the gain of fiber lasers is provided by
rare-earth-doped fibers, stimulated Brillouin scattering, or SRS,
and the feedback is provided by fiber Bragg gratings or fiber
loops with filters, which collectively determine the spectral
characteristics of output. Taking advantage of cascaded SRS
and distributed Rayleigh scattering [15–17], Raman fiber lasers

(RFLs) can lase at arbitrary wavelengths across the fiber trans-
parency window, breaking the limitation of specific emission
wavelength regions of active fibers (e.g., ytterbium-doped fiber
and erbium-doped fiber). Continuous wavelength tuning of the
high-order RFL from 1 to 1.9 μm has been reported by adjust-
ing the wavelength and power of the pump [18,19], confirming
the wavelength tunability of RFLs in ultra-wideband. However,
the lasing wavelength of high-order RFLs depends mainly
on the pump wavelength, and the lasing spectrum of higher
Raman Stokes order cannot be freely designed. Active spectral
shaping that allows simultaneous spectral manipulation of dif-
ferent Raman Stokes orders is of great importance but remains
underdeveloped.

A promising solution to this problem is introducing a pro-
grammable filter into RFLs. There are two methods to realize
this filter using spatial light modulators (SLMs). Method 1 is to
combine an SLM and diffraction grating [20]. Light is first dis-
persed into different spectral components by the grating and
illuminates onto the SLM, which feeds back the target spectral
components by selectively activating individual spatial ele-
ments. It is a one-dimensional spectral-to-spatial mapping with
limited and contradictory bandwidth precision and wavelength
range determined by the size and number of pixels of SLMs.
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Method 2 is to combine an SLM and scattering medium
[21–25]. Due to the interference among the eigenmodes of
the scattering medium, wavelength-sensitive speckle patterns
are formed at the output, providing a spectral correlation band-
width (SCB) for filtering. This deterministic coupling of spatial
and spectral degrees of freedom in scattering media allows spec-
tral control using wavefront shaping (WFS) [26]. Compared
with conventional gratings, scattering media can achieve
two-dimensional spatial-to-spectral mapping with a finer filter-
ing bandwidth and remarkably extended wavelength range.
The limitation is that the minimum bandwidth is inversely re-
lated to the thickness of the scattering media, which leads to a
significant optical loss and is not compatible with fiber systems.

Interestingly, MMFs can serve as a particular scattering
medium due to strong intermodal interference. Benefiting from
its waveguide structure, MMFs exhibit good optical confine-
ment and minimal loss, providing a fascinating platform for
light transmission and manipulation [27–29]. Various func-
tional devices have been developed based on the scattering char-
acteristics of MMFs, such as spectrometers [30,31], endoscopes
[32,33], and optical sensors [34]. Especially, multi-dimensional
control of MMF lasers is flourishing [3,35,36]. There is no
doubt that MMF-based fiber systems have the potential to si-
multaneously control Raman lasing of different orders without
the limitations mentioned above, which have not yet been
investigated.

In this work, we propose a spectrally programmable RFL
based on spatial-to-spectral mapping of light in MMFs, where
the spectral degrees of freedom of the RFL are well harnessed.
Spectral shaping is achieved by combining an MMF and SLM,
which focuses the light with a target wavelength(s) into the ac-
tive part of the laser using adaptive WFS. We demonstrate in-
dependent and flexible spectral shaping from the first to third
order of Raman Stokes emission via automatic optimization of
the filtering effect and adjustment of the pump power, provid-
ing a powerful light source for future optical information
applications.

2. PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Spectral Correlation of Speckle in MMFs
As monochromatic light propagates in a large-core MMF, a
unique speckle pattern is generated at the MMF output end
due to multi-mode interference [10]. Moreover, wavelength-
shifted light experiences a slightly modified propagation con-
stant in the MMF, resulting in a significant change in phase
delay and altering the speckle pattern. The wavelength sensi-
tivity, i.e., the aforementioned SCB, depends mainly on the
structural parameters of the MMF, including the length,
numerical aperture, and core diameter [30]. To simplify the
analysis, we express the electric field at the output end of an
MMF as

E�r,ϕ, λ, z� �
XN

n�1

Anen�r,ϕ, λ�e−i�βn�λ�z−ωt�φn �, (1)

where en and βn are the spatial profile and propagation constant
of the nth guided mode, respectively, calculated by solving
Maxwell’s equations [37]. An and φn are the amplitude and ini-
tial phase of the mode, respectively. It is assumed that all modes

are excited equally, with initial phases randomly distributed be-
tween zero and 2π. Light with different wavelengths creates dis-
tinct speckle patterns at the output due to the superposition of
guided modes with respective accumulated phases. Considering
300 guided modes in a step-index MMF with a core diameter of
105 μm, we numerically simulated the effect of fiber length on
the SCB. The speckles inside the white circles in Fig. 1(a) show
the process of speckle decorrelation of a 1.5 m long MMF
when the wavelength varies by 0.1 nm. The spectral correlation
function, defined as C�Δλ� � hhI�x, λ�I�x, λ� Δλ�iλ∕
�hI�x, λ�iλhI�x, λ� Δλ�iλ� − 1ix , explains the degree of correla-
tion of the speckle patterns as the wavelength changes, where
I�x, λ� is the intensity of wavelength λ at position x, Δλ is
the change in wavelength, and h � � � iλ represents averaging over
the spectral domain. Spectral correlation functions correspond-
ing to different lengths of MMFs are calculated numerically in
Fig. 1(b). We can then extract the half-width at half maximum
(HWHM) of these curves. The related values of SCB, ΔλC
(i.e., twice the HWHM), are plotted in Fig. 1(c), reflecting
the decrease of SCB with increasing MMF length.

Similarly, C�Δλ� and ΔλC are measured experimentally us-
ing a tunable laser and a near-infrared camera. The results are
given in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) by collecting speckle patterns at
wavelengths from 1549.5 to 1550.5 nm, showing good
accordance with the numerical results. Light with wavelengths
beyond the SCB can be mapped one to one to uncorrelated
speckle patterns, which allows us to develop a filter by
WFS. Here the length of the MMF is considered mainly as
a parameter that determines the bandwidth precision of the
filter.
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Fig. 1. Wavelength-sensitive characteristic of the MMF.
(a) Normalized speckle patterns at different input wavelengths for
an MMF length of 1.5 m. (b) Simulated and (d) measured spectral
correlation functions versus wavelength change for different lengths
of MMF. (c) Simulated and (e) measured spectral correlation band-
widths for MMFs with different lengths.
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B. Working Mechanism and Experimental Setup
The RFL consists of a filter and an active part, and its working
mechanism and experimental setup are depicted in Fig. 2. The
filter acts as a wavelength programmable point reflector that
selectively feeds the spontaneous Raman scattered light as
seed light to control the cascaded Raman Stokes emission.
Light from the active part is first coupled into a segment of
step-index MMF with core/cladding diameters of 105/125 μm
and a numerical aperture of 0.22, collimated by lens 1
(L1, Thorlabs, C171TMD-C, effective focal length 6.2 mm)
and expanded by a beam expander (L2, L3, 10×, Thorlabs,
GBE10-C). It is then polarized and illuminates onto a phase-
only SLM (Meadowlark Optics, 1920 × 1152 pixels), which
is high-power tolerant and shapes the phase front of input light,
and the modulated light is fed back into the MMF. The single-
mode fiber (SMF) of the active part is spliced with the MMF.
Due to the mode field mismatch between the MMF and SMF,
the spectral profile of the feedback into the active part is deter-
mined by the portion of the speckle pattern coupled to the SMF
(i.e., the mode field overlap) at the MMF–SMF splicing point
[38]. Thus, the filter operates by modulating the wavelength-
sensitive speckle patterns of the MMF with SLM-controlled
WFS. Once the light of the desired wavelength(s) is focused
at the MMF–SMF splicing point, more light energy is injected
into the active part of the RFL for amplification, hence manipu-
lating the lasing spectrum.

The active part combined with the filter part constitutes a
spectrally programmable RFL with a forward-pumped half-
opened cavity structure [39]. An ytterbium-doped random fi-
ber laser (YRFL) is first achieved, which is directly pumped by a
976 nm laser diode (LD) through a wavelength-dependent
signal-pump combiner. The feedback is provided by a
1090 nm high-reflectivity fiber Bragg grating and distributed
Rayleigh scattering in a 15 km long SMF. Cascaded Raman
lasing can be realized based on the YRFL pump and the reflec-
tive filter, where the SMF provides both Raman gain and dis-
tributed Rayleigh scattering feedback. A wideband wavelength
division multiplexer (port 1: 1070–1090 nm, port 2: 1100–
1700 nm) is used to separate the feedback of the YRFL and
RFL corresponding to different wavelength bands.

Spectral shaping is implemented via iterative optimization of
a noise-resistant genetic algorithm (GA) [40], in which the fit-
ness function and parameters are optimized as needed. We
evenly divide the SLM into 44 × 44 macropixels for better
mode matching with the MMF and improved coupling effi-
ciency. Each macropixel is a block of 25 × 25 pixels, and the
phase is controlled independently between zero and 2π. To bal-
ance convergence rate and fitness value enhancement, we take a
set of 60 random phase maps as an initial population, which
eventually converge to an optimized pattern to strengthen the
desired spectral features. The pump source is required to be
online during the optimization process, and the security of
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Fig. 2. Working mechanism and experimental setup of the spectrally programmable Raman fiber laser. (a) Working mechanism and (b) schematic
diagram. FBG, fiber Bragg grating; WDM, wavelength division multiplexer; Combiner, signal-pump combiner; LD, laser diode; YDF, ytterbium-
doped fiber; SLM, spatial light modulator; P1, polarizer; L1, L2, L3, lens; SMF, single-mode fiber; MMF, multimode fiber; OSA, optical spectrum
analyzer. The inset shows the optimization process.
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the laser system is ensured since only weak backward Raman
light is modulated in the free space between the SLM and
MMF. An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Anritsu
MS9710C) with a resolution of 0.05 nm monitors the lasing
spectrum, and the intensity value of the wavelength(s) of inter-
est contributes to the fitness function to update the phase pat-
tern of the SLM. The algorithm generates new offspring with
higher fitness values by selecting parents, breeding, and muta-
tion operations in each iteration.

By genetic iterations, light with the target wavelength(s) is
fed back to the active part while blocking unwanted light as
much as possible [see the inserted speckle patterns at the
MMF–SMF splicing point in Fig. 2(a)]. Because the feedback
acts as the seed light that ultimately determines the lasing spec-
trum, only a small power of feedback that dominates sponta-
neous emission is sufficient to control the lasing wavelength, as
verified in previous works [15,41]. Once the optimal phase pat-
tern is found, it can be recorded and reloaded to shape the de-
sired spectrum as long as the MMF remains undisturbed. In
addition, real-time optimization is performed by monitoring
the spectrum as feedback during laser operation to balance
the unfavorable effects of slow degradation of the MMF state
(keeping the laser running stable and robust to disturb-
ances) [42].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Performance of the Filter
We first investigate the performance of the reflective filter. A
circulator is employed to measure the filtered spectrum, with
port 1 connected to a broadband amplified spontaneous emis-
sion source, port 2 to the filter, and port 3 to an OSA. The
performance of the filter is modulated by the phase pattern
loaded onto the SLM. We present an example of single-wave-
length filtering by monitoring the intensity value at 1555.5 nm
as a fitness function. The spectra before and after optimization
are given in Fig. 3(a), where the length of the MMF is 1 m. The
unoptimized spectrum is noisy and disordered due to the ran-
domness of the wavelength-sensitive speckle patterns. In con-
trast, the optimized output spectrum establishes a peak at the
target wavelength with a peak-to-ground ratio of 13 dB.
Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding optimization process,
where the fitness value grows with iterations and eventually
converges after 800 generations. As verified in the previous sec-
tion, the length of the MMF determines the SCB, which is

available to set the bandwidth precision of the filter. We also
record optimized filtered spectra using MMFs with different
lengths. The inset of Fig. 3(a) reveals that the measured min-
imal 3 dB bandwidth of the filtering decreases as the MMF
length increases, which matches well with the conclusion
of Fig. 1.

B. First-Order RFL for Single- and Multi-Wavelength
Lasing
A spectrally programmable high-order RFL can be obtained by
combining the filter and active parts. The wide reflection band
of the filter part and the cascaded SRS effect in the active part
jointly enable spectral control with high degrees of freedom.
Although using a longer MMF means finer spectral control,
environmental perturbations lead to a more unstable state of
the long MMF, disrupting the optimization process. For
trade-offs, we use an MMF with a fixed length of 0.65 m
in the following demonstrations.

A continuously tunable single-wavelength RFL is first dem-
onstrated in the first-order Raman Stokes band. Figure 4(a)
gives several typical spectra with emission wavelengths from
1138 to 1152 nm in a tuning range of 14 nm, which are plotted
on a linear scale and normalized by min-max scaling. The
MMF-length-determined bandwidth of single-wavelength las-
ing is about 0.4 nm, and the optical signal-to-noise ratio is
greater than 30 dB, indicating high spectral purity (also known
as the in-band power ratio). The output power of the first-order
RFL at 1145 nm versus the LD pump power is shown in
Fig. 4(b), which indicates that the first-order Raman lasing
threshold is 3.8 W, and the conversion efficiency is about
11%. The efficiency can be improved remarkably at the ex-
pense of increasing the lasing threshold if a shorter length of
SMF is employed in the active part.

Moreover, multi-wavelength lasing with designed wave-
length numbers, wavelength positions, and power distribution
is realized using a multi-objective GA [43]. Two examples are
displayed in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) for dual- and five-wavelength
lasing, respectively, with designed spectral shapes. In our case,
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Fig. 4. Output characteristics of first-order RFL. (a) Tunable
single-wavelength output. (b) Output power of Raman lasing versus
976 nm LD pump power. (c) Dual-wavelength and (d) five-
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the optical signal-to-noise ratio degrades with the increasing
number of controlled wavelengths. It can be promoted by
increasing the number of macropixels and the free-space cou-
pling efficiency of modulated light. Completely different from
filters based on Fabry–Perot cavities or SMF–MMF–SMF
structures, where the spectral shape cannot be designed freely,
this customized spectral shape verifies the good flexibility to
control laser emission in the spectral domain.

C. High-Order RFL for Cascaded Spectral
Manipulation
Existing filters cannot cover a broad band while maintaining
relatively high bandwidth precision. Therefore, broadband
wavelength tuning of high-order RFLs can be achieved only
by adjusting the pump wavelength with restricted control over
spectral shape and bandwidth unless multiple filters of different
wavelength bands are used together. Our proposed high-order
RFL can overcome these limitations. Using adaptive intracavity
WFS, the wavelength interval of different orders of Raman
Stokes light can be freely designed, which greatly broadens
the spectral manipulation range of higher Raman order.

The performance of the spectrally programmable high-order
RFL is presented in Fig. 5 as a further functional demonstration
of the proposed laser. To control the lasing wavelength of dif-
ferent Raman Stokes orders, we optimize the spectrum in sev-
eral stages according to the cascaded order. The final phase
pattern in the previous stage is taken as the starting point
for optimizing the higher-order Raman lasing. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) show tunable single-wavelength lasing in the second-
and third-order Stokes bands, respectively, while keeping the
lower-order wavelength constant. In Fig. 5(a), we first optimize
the first-order wavelength to 1143 nm (inset) at a pump power
of 8.5 W, i.e., the first stage. Then, the pump power is

increased to 14.5 W to achieve second-order Raman lasing,
and spectra with central wavelengths of 1202.1, 1206.4, and
1210.6 nm are obtained after further optimization, i.e., the sec-
ond stage. Similarly, the third-order RFL in Fig. 5(b) can be
tuned by a three-stage optimization, wherein the first two stages
optimize the first- and second-order wavelengths to 1143 and
1211 nm, respectively (inset), and the third stage optimizes the
third-order Raman lasing at wavelengths of 1276.7, 1280.6,
and 1286.5 nm.

The running RFL can also switch the lasing wavelength
dynamically. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the process of
wavelength switching from 1203 to 1210 nm after 100 genetic
iterations. Once the laser emission is on, the algorithm of wave-
length switching can converge faster, typically taking about
10 min. The time consumption is determined mainly by
the running speed of the SLM and the OSA. In our case,
the SLM frame rate is 31 Hz, and the speed of data acquisition
of the OSA limits the iteration speed of optimization. A digital
micromirror device with a kHz frame rate can replace the SLM
for WFS. Moreover, optimization time can be significantly
reduced using an advanced spectrometer combined with
field-programmable gate array processing. Taking single-
wavelength lasing at 1143, 1211, and 1284 nm as an example,
Fig. 5(e) shows that the output power transfers between the
lower-order and higher-order Raman lasing. The lasing effi-
ciency increases with the emission order since the optimization
is performed order by order. Due to the direct and real-time
control of each Stokes order, there is only a slight nonlinear
broadening of the emission bandwidth with increasing pump
power.

D. Output Characteristics of the Spectrally
Programmable RFL
Furthermore, we measure the output characteristics of the spec-
trally programmable RFL, including spectral purity, operating
wavelength range, and output stability. Spectral purity is deter-
mined by the percentage of total output power in the desired
Stokes wavelength band due to cascaded SRS. The spectral
purity of single-wavelength emission for different Raman
Stokes orders is shown in Fig. 6(a) when the pump power is
set to 9, 15, and 20W. Due to the robust spectral manipulation
capability brought by intracavity WFS, the RFL has high spec-
tral purity for each Stokes order.

Considering the free-space coupling loss caused by misalign-
ment and the zeroth-order diffraction efficiency of the SLM
(∼80%), we measure the reflectivity of the programmable filter,
which is about 18.4% for a single wavelength. The whole gain
bandwidth of the higher Stokes order is determined by the
Raman gain spectrum and the wavelength tuning range of
the previous order. In our case, the achievable reflectivity of
the filter directly determines the tuning range of the first-order
Raman lasing. While the tuning range of higher orders can be
considerably increased because both the emission light and its
pump light can be tuned independently, we realize a 29.5 nm
tuning range (from 1192.8 to 1222.3 nm) for the second-order
RFL, as depicted in Fig. 6(b), which is more than twice that of
the first-order RFL.

The proposed target-oriented laser allows adaptive optimi-
zation to overcome the performance degradation due to the
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time-dependent variation of the MMF’s transmission matrix in
unstable environments (e.g., mechanical disturbance or tem-
perature changes). The spectrum is optimized in real time
by setting a start and stop threshold for the target wavelength.
Once the intensity value falls below the start threshold, the GA
re-runs based on the current phase pattern until the intensity
value exceeds the stop threshold. It should be noted that the
crossover and mutation operations of the GA generate new
individuals causing spectral and output power instability during
the optimization process. To avoid performance fluctuations,
we set the mutation rate to 0.15% (i.e., only three of the mac-
ropixels are mutated for a phase pattern). In addition, we con-
sider a moderate MMF length in the laser system to mitigate
the degradation of the MMF transmission matrix over time.
Taking the single-wavelength lasing of the first-order RFL at
a fixed pump power of 9 W as an example, we test the output
stability at the target wavelength of 1142.5 nm over 9 h, in-
cluding the spectral and output power stability, as shown in
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The maximum spectral peak fluctuation
is 3.6%, and the maximum output power fluctuation is
2.8%, demonstrating the high stability and utility of the pro-
posed laser. The subplot in Fig. 6(d) shows that the power var-
iations in one optimization period are less than 1.5%. The
green and orange dots indicate the maximum and minimum
power values in each generation, respectively.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we proposed a spectrally programmable RFL
based on SLM-controlled wavelength-sensitive spatial focusing
of light. The laser consists of a reflective filter part dominated
by spatial-to-spectral mapping in the MMF–SMF structure and
an active part providing Raman gain and distributed Rayleigh
scattering feedback, allowing laser emission at the desired wave-
length(s) in the cascaded Raman Stokes band. We demon-
strated versatile spectral manipulations of the high-order

RFL, including tunable single-wavelength lasing, multi-wave-
length lasing with customized spectral shape, real-time wave-
length switching, and independent wavelength control of
cascaded Raman Stokes light, which has not been reported be-
fore, to our knowledge. Moreover, the proposed method poten-
tially broadens the controllable spectral range since the
spectrum of different orders of Raman lasing can be shaped
flexibly. Further developments will focus on enhancing the re-
flection efficiency of the programmable filter, extending the
wavelength tunable range of each Stokes order, and improving
the optimization speed of WFS. It is believed that this work will
inspire active light control in laser systems and provide a power-
ful spectrally programmable laser source for optical information
applications.
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